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Stairway to Heaven 
Kori Newkirk at LAXART 

By Andrew Berardini 

I was just having that argument last night, saying I just live in L.A. I’m not of there. 

–Kori Newkirk in an interview with Thelma Golden. 

Though it’s not immediately apparent, there’s some kind of sadness in Kori 

Newkirk’s work. Newkirk has two exhibitions up in Los Angeles right now, a retrospective at the 
Pasadena Museum of Art that originated at the Studio Museum in Harlem and the other which 
opened July 19 at LAXART in Culver City. The lines and traditions from which Newkirk himself 
draws are as clear as the Plexiglas he sometimes uses, black and “post-black” artists, those like 
himself who’ve taken lessons from conceptualism, especially in Los Angeles: the importance of 
the idea over the form, lighter than air art with an occasional jokiness, but take those lessons and 
inject a political element that concept art godfathers Sol Lewitt and John Baldessari never really 
bothered with. Newkirk never jokes so ribaldly as L.A. artists tend to; he’s more interested in the 
chimera of conceptualism tripping over asphalt than in its wisecracking. 

Newkirk’s 10-year survey at the PMCA, which opened in early June, outlines all the tropes that 



have made him famous, from potent-smelling pomade to bead curtains strung with synthetic hair 
and gleaming gaudy beads picturing scenes from wildfires and boring suburban landscapes. 
Across town in Culver City, ambitious Los Angeles kunsthalle LAXART has built another in its 
series of monumental projects that began with Chicano artist Daniel Joseph Martinez (a favorite 
of Newkirk’s) and “post-Chicano” artist Ruben Ochoa; all three of them (Martinez, Ochoa, and 
Newkirk) have been involved with the graduate art program at the suburban UC Irvine. 

At LAXART, a 12-foot-high lectern made of mirrored plastic commands the room, crowned with a 
mass of shiny steel microphones. The stairway up and the platform behind are also mirrored, with 
a cascade of silver streamers behind it all like those from bad proms and probably worse political 
rallies, guarding a doorway that isn’t there. His last show in Culver City, up the street at the MC, 
featured a similarly seemingly useful object, a fire escape crafted out of clear Plexiglas. Neither 
the Plexiglas fire escape nor the mirrored podium is structurally sound (though my immediate 
impulse was to climb both, perhaps a hint to my own political megalomania in the latter case). 
Their uselessness (if Oscar Wilde is to be trusted) is what makes them art, but the uselessness of 
these works also evoke the hint of sadness I started with. No matter how long anyone waits in the 
gallery, no speaker, politician, or evangelist is ever going to march up those stairs. The installation 
stands in a static state of perpetual expectancy. At once the platform is a pretty, glittery object, 
flattering our own vanity as we get to check our hair from any handful of angles, but also a savvy 
bit of political theater. One can trace its aesthetic back to the trim minimalist masterpieces of the 
hard-headed ’60s, but the execution fully embodies what Newkirk himself calls “ghetto fabulous 
conceptualism.” Though the bling politician with the verve to use such a mirrored platform will 
never march up those stairs, I can’t help but wish that one would. 

Though famously a member of a group of artists coming out of the “Freestyle” exhibition at the 
Studio Museum dubbed by Golden and artist Glenn Ligon as post-black, Newkirk’s work is most 
successful, as in this case, when the identity politics from which his generation sprang fully 
disintegrates into melancholy and anticipation, free from the tired debates of blackness that still 
mark any artist who happens to be black. The same kind of debates that famously surround the 
skin color of an artist also inform the politics that, like the man says, are always local. 

Bas Jan Ader (also once involved, though nearly 30 years ago, with the UCI art program) is 
another transplant to L.A. that never gets credited as being an L.A. artist, even though he spent 
the last 10 years of his life here. Newkirk’s work in its put-on bombast at LAXART lacks the 
subtlety and mystery which makes the Dutch artist’s work so popular, though Newkirk’s work can 
still have the same melancholy, which is easy to see on the cover of the PMCA catalog – Newkirk, 
lying in a green field speckled with daises, his arm covering his face, as he too was too sad to tell 
us anything. 

Newkirk’s not “of” Los Angeles, though he lives here, as he’s not a black artist, though he’s an 
artist that’s black. Perhaps one day, Los Angeles will finally claim Bas Jan Ader as its own as 
perhaps Newkirk will one day claim Los Angeles, but it’s probable that both will persist in this in-
between place, “in” but not “of.” It’s as likely that Ader will return from his final voyage on the sea 
searching for the miraculous as that Newkirk will take on the mixed epithet of being a Los Angeles 
as that a politician will emerge from behind the silver streams and take the lectern waiting even 
now at LAXART for the next president to ascend it. 

Kori Newkirk’s “Rank” at LAXART, 2640 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, (310) 559-0166. 
Through Sept. 6. laxart.org. 
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